Abstract

This paper is based on Web Application and it is hosted on the cloud web server. The main theme of that paper is study oriented material are bind to form the single website. It is mainly used for students to refer there department’s major paper oriented topic. This paper serves in the way of a video tutorial, presentation and relevant edition of book. It can be categories into a different part of languages C, C++, JAVA, database, computer networks etc. Whatever area the user wants they can be searched to use that material. There are three categories of user they are an admin, moderator and visitor. Admin having all permission to view the detail of the users. This will help to know what requirement the user needs. The visitor is a general user to visit the website to surf the study content and having some doubt about the subject they permit to post on that site. Moderator is the intermediate between the admin and the visitor, they have to upload the videos and presentation content and have to reply the posted questions also. The web framework was developed with the help of python-Django 1.11.1. It is one of the web frameworks that has inbuilt module and API. The user gets login with the help of Google authentication. In that way they detail can be stored in the database. Sqlite3 version database is used for fast retrieving and storing the data. The front end of this project is using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. This will provide the good user-interface. The hijacker module is used to improvise the search content.
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1. Introduction

In earlier days, the teachers are refer the book to take the class for student. After the some years later the government give the book for students. Then the teachers not refer apart form that book. Student also use the same book for study. If student or teacher want to study apart from the book, they want to go to the library. But the library is not near the student place. So student don’t known apart from that book and they know about some knowledge particular topic. After some years later, the internet was introduced to education system. But the student are not using the internet till some students are using the book. Today many government schools and private school students are take the so many books and notes and go to school. So the students are easily tired. Today many college students are use the internet for studying. Many online education portal and tutorial are in online for school student and college student. Now a day’s people moving new technology is based on the network. The network is a many to many communication system. The network is easily to communicate to everyone and any place to use. The education system process that use World Wide Web as a communication technology.

In this system is based on cloud web server. Intelligent web based e-learning system to login three categories. They are admin, moderator and visitor. Admin to control all permission to view the details. The visitor to visit the website to study content. Moderator is the intermediate between admin and visitor. They have to upload the videos and presentation content and study materials. Intelligent web based e-learning system (IELWBS) to login user to create login account for user. The admin monthly once to update the materials to send the notification for user. The student and staff both are use and download the materials from this e-learning system. In the system to used web framework was with help of python Django. The hijacker module is used to improve the search content. The user gets login with the help of Google Authentication. The (IELWBS) to use frontend HTML, CSS and JavaScript and backend Database and Sqlite3.

2. Related Works

A Survey Paper on E-Learning Based Learning Management Systems (Lms)

When the e-learning management system (LMS) is based on internet and Artificial Intelligence. The LMS is used to unified cloud system. When the management system are used different modules. The e-learning management system is provide course management module, student management module, feedback management module and online assignment module. The course management module is used for only facilities. When the facilities to added the new course and update the database. The student management module used for student only. The feedback management module student
give the feedback for each subject and teacher performance. When the e-learning management system teacher upload the materials. When the system is provide multimedia assisted teaching environment and fuzzy knowledge. The learning management system to follow automatic assignment evolution and keyword matching system. This system mainly focus on reduce the teacher work. In the proposed system, we cannot upload a tutorial videos and regularly not updated the study materials. Quiz event not implement the proposed system.

E-Learning Model Based On Semantic Web Technology

When the E-learning Model based on semantic web technology is worked from virtual class room to control remote access method. The semantic web technology is focus on RDF data model and OWL ontology language. This system to be implemented many web based application. The web is a machine readable language. This software is used to read, share and reusable. When the semantic web technology implemented as WWW, URL, HTTP, HTML. This technology to permit both teacher and student to get the feedback session. The semantic web technology to added course description, documentation, announcement, URI, Link and Quizzes. The semantic web technology feature as course registration, upload course and document, student assignment, interactive tutorial and assessment. The e-learning on semantic web technology to implement PHP, Apache web server and MySQL database.

Review of the Techniques for Smart Learning Systems

When the smart learning system is based on self-paced learning systems. This system student can share the ideas about their answers to assignments. When the system are for MySQL and Data Base Management System (DBMS). The smart learning system to be implemented as Databases Management, video streaming and web programming language. This system is followed by Flipped Learning system. When the Flipped Learning system student watching Lecture video’s at home. The student are to solve the problems under the teacher guide from class itself. The smart learning system to upload a Database Lecture videos, smart Application and content management system. This system to be performed client and server system. The server system to be developed as Java Language and client system is written as HTML5 and JavaScript. The smart learning system management to check for student assignment. The proposed system positive effect of augmented reality and virtual reality. This system mainly focus on selflearning system to be implemented upcoming soon.

New Designing Of E-Learning System with Using Network Learning

In the system of e-learning is based on network learning method. The network learning method today is provides course management system. When the course management system many course to be added. The course management system work is based on application method. This application method review of available of data. The network learning method to using virtual space. This method to covered teacher interaction and communication. The feedback session student themselves provides about successfully. When the feedback session design is based on network. This feedback session to used e-school, e-college and e-university. The network learning potential of open source software for education and training period. When the software learning platform are key issues in attempting to developing technologies. The virtual and semantic space for their education goals and receiving positive feedback.

E-Learning for Secondary and Higher Education Sectors

The secondary and higher education is based on education level. The traditional and conventional teaching method is used to school education system. This system various studies conducted by researchers and considering. When the e-learning system is mixed kind of research. Different tools are developed from the e-learning system. Teacher carefully to select published research article. Investigate how case studies are too presented for evaluation of student result to use for the e-learning system. Our interest to classification of selected research paper to different education level are used. This system almost covered all e-learning aspects in terms of research in development tool. The investigated rate of adaption for e-learning related experience.

3. Problem Statement

When the e-learning system to used digital way learning system model. The user to find study logo very easily manner. Then user to refer very short time period. When the system to used different assistant automatic assignment evolution and keyword matching system. The user to gets help as Google Authentication from the e-learning system.
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5. Performance Evaluation

This paper have been researched for two to three months and it has the most benefits than the before implementation process. It gives the better performance rather than before implementation. The performance of our paper is very high and useful to all the peoples.
6. Conclusion

In our paper, there are many materials to get form student and teacher easily. We can reduce the class hours and save time for both student and teacher. In the system to use monthly once to update the materials to send the notification for students and teacher. In the future we are going to implement the videos as well as to get the notes form this videos for student reference.
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